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This work constructs and tests a comparative technique that can be used to 
determine the ability of agricultural systems to meet multiple objectives of sustainability. 
Assessments are based on an agricultural system's ability to maintain five system stocks 
that represent environmental capital, social capital, human capital, physical capital, and 
financial capital. The capital stocks are measured as stock objectives, which are 
decomposed as indicators to calculate agricultural system scores. An examination of the 
complexity of agro-ecosystems and the multiple equilibria produced by balancing 
multiple objectives is used to explain the alternative criteria used in this comparative 
technique to evaluate agricultural systems. 
The indicators of each of the objectives of the five capitals in this comparative 
technique are assessed using multi-criteria decision-making. Based upon research and 
the advice of experts in the field, a survey instrument was developed that uses farming 
practices to evaluate indicators of the five system stocks. A sample of 23 Maine farms 
was used to test the survey instrument. Given the sample size of observations and nature 
of the data, no statistical tests were done for this work. However, the sample allows for 
preliminary evaluations of the ability of the comparative technique to assess distinctions 
between farming systems in balancing the multiple objectives of sustainability. 
From these results, it appears that both organic and conventional farming 
operations can be adept at balancing the many objectives of sustainability. These results 
also suggest that due to the scale of operations and marketing channels used by the farms 
surveyed, some conventional farming operations can meet a "Pretty sustainability" test 
better than some organic farming operations. 
The results from the surveyed farmers demonstrate the intricacies inherent in 
making the tradeoffs necessary to balance multiple objectives. Farming operations that 
tended to score well on system stocks such as environmental capital did not always score 
so well on other system stocks. Future work with a larger sample of farms could 
demonstrate whether or not the sample results of this pilot project are representative of a 
broader population. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background. Relevance and Significance 
Farming operations can impact many aspects of their surroundings, including the 
health of both the natural ecosystem and the human community. These factors along 
with the financial sustainability of the farming enterprise contribute to the overall 
sustainability of agricultural systems. Thus multiple objective decision-making models 
that allow for multiple equilibria and the many components of a system may provide a 
better assessment of the sustainability of agricultural systems than traditional profit 
maximizing models. 
Agro-ecosystems are by their nature a complex web of interactions (Tivy 1990). 
In the absence of human management strategies, soils are inhabited by complex webs of 
organisms that provide the agro-ecosystem with resiliency (Altieri 2003). According to 
Flake (1998), small changes to these kinds of complex systems have widespread, rippling 
effects on the whole system due to feedback within the system. Thus ecosystem dynamics 
include effects from individual elements of the system, along with emerging behaviors 
based on these interactions (Levin 2000). Due to this complexity, farm management 
decisions can impact all system stocks, both natural and human, not just those that the 
agro-ecosystem manager seeks to modify. 
The standard evaluation of agricultural systems is based upon the production 
function, which evaluates firms and farms based on their efficient use of the production 
inputs of natural resources, labor and capital. Output is considered to be a function of 
these production inputs. While all factors of production can vary in the long run, at least 
one factor is fixed during the short run (Nicholson 2005, Wetzstein 2005). 
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A farm can operate in one of three stages of production. During Stage I, each unit 
of variable input increases average product of the farm's output because marginal product 
of each unit of input is greater than average product. However, when at least one factor of 
production is fixed, at some point the average product no longer increases when an 
additional unit of variable input is consumed, because the marginal product of each unit 
of variable input is declining. At this point diminishing returns occur. The declining 
marginal product adds less to average product with each unit of variable input consumed, 
so that eventually average product no longer increases when an additional unit of the 
variable input is used. 
When an additional unit of the variable input no longer increases average product, 
marginal product equals average product, and the firm or farm enters Stage II of 
production, considered to be the most efficient level of production for a profit 
maximizing firm. If the farm or firm continues to increase output, eventually production 
will enter Stage III, in which any additional units of the variable input decrease the total 
amount of output produced, because the marginal product of an additional unit of the 
variable input is negative (Nicholson 2005, Wetzstein 2005). 
In contrast to the evaluations of the traditional production model, this work 
proposes a comparative technique that evaluates farming systems on multiple objectives 
of sustainability. The evaluative technique is structured around Pretty's (2003) 
theoretical model, with stocks of environmental capital, social capital, human capital, 
physical capital, and financial capital as the multiple objectives to be balanced. 
Maintaining these five system stocks is considered to be a social objective, one that 
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farmers operating in a market economy can incorporate into farming operations if society 
desires sustainability. 
1.2 Problem Statement, Goals and Objectives 
This project constructs and tests a comparative technique that can be used to 
determine the ability of agricultural systems to meet multiple objectives of sustainability. 
Assessments are based on an agricultural system's ability to balance and maintain five 
system stocks that represent environmental capital, social capital, human capital, physical 
capital, and financial capital. The capital stocks are measured by stock objectives, which 
are decomposed as indicators to calculate agricultural system scores. 
The justification for this proposed model over a conventional economic model is 
that the complexity and non-linearity of agro-ecosystems produce multiple equilibrium, 
which can be evaluated using multiple objective decision-making, producing system 
scores that assess how effectively a farming system balances the objectives of 
sustainability. 
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 Complexity 
Agro-ecosystems are by their nature a complex web of interactions (Tivy 1990). 
Yet Shiyomi and Koizumi (2001) find that complexity is often ignored in agro ecosystem 
management because "the direct effects by agrochemicals and fertilizers are easily 
understood by farmers, agricultural technicians, and researchers, while the functions and 
mechanisms that govern the indirect, complex effects operating between organisms 
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themselves or the organisms and the environment are difficult to understand and to utilize 
efficiently" (Shiyomi 2001: p2, paragraph 1). 
Monoculture is an attempt to simplify an agro ecosystem to the point that it can be 
controlled by top down management (Scott 1998). Yet in the absence of human 
management strategies, soils are inhabited by complex webs of organisms that provide 
the agro ecosystem with resiliency (Altieri 2003). According to Flake (1998), small 
changes to these kinds of complex systems have widespread, rippling effects on the 
whole system because of feedback within the system. As a result, ecosystems require a 
different kind of analysis from the traditional approach because their dynamics include 
effects from individual elements of the system, along with emergent behaviors based on 
these interactions (Levin 2000). This ecosystem complexity should be included as a 
component of farming models, since farm management decisions can impact all system 
stocks, not just those that the agro-ecosystem manager seeks to modify (Pretty 1995). 
Otherwise the simplification of the agro ecosystem causes it to lose its resiliency when 
faced with environmental perturbations (Scott 1998). 
Emergent behaviors occur in complex systems because as the system produces 
output, negative feedback is funneled back into the system, creating new changes and 
modifications as the system evolves to adapt to its environment and environmental 
changes (Johnson 2001). Feedback changes behavior, creates order in the system, and 
creates these emergent phenomena. However, feedback loops can also cause unintended 
results when one modifies a natural system (Flake 1998, Levin 2000). 
Despite the complex nature of ecosystems, classic science methods divide 
systems into the smallest possible components for study, so that a problem can be 
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analyzed based on its elements. Yet this approach will not produce accurate evaluations 
when used with complex systems, because the scale is not large enough to allow for the 
system's emergent properties which would be visible at a different scale (Costanza 1993, 
Levin 2000). 
While linear equations can be used to conceptualize the basic structure of a 
system, they are not always useful in modeling complex systems because emergent 
behaviors that occur in such systems through evolution cause non-linearities and 
unintended effects (Axelrod 1997, Levin 2000). Complex systems models that allow for 
feedback loops within the system can provide more realistic assessments of combined 
economic and ecological systems, but are often not linear systems (Costanza 1993, 
Axelrod 1997, Flake 1998). 
Levin (2000) advises that we must work with the innate complexity of systems, 
adapting management techniques to the ever-changing mechanisms of systems. Diversity 
arises naturally through evolution and should be encouraged because through natural 
selection, systems become more robust and resilient to disturbances. Attempts to manage 
resources must consider all aspects of the parts and whole of complex systems and their 
interactions, because every small change can have unintended effects and consequences 
that ripple through the entire system. Without comprehension of these interactions, 
manipulations of complex system rules have the opposite effect of what is intended: 
management decisions can destroy what they are intended to conserve (Flake 1998, Levin 
2000). 
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2.2 The Five System Stocks 
This work evaluates and tests a comparative technique that is based upon Pretty's 
(2003) theoretical model, which uses five system stocks of environmental capital, social 
capital, human capital, physical capital and financial capital to determine the ability of an 
agricultural system to meet specific multiple natural and social objectives of 
sustainability rather than solely those goals of profit maximization. Much research has 
been done around these five system stocks and the exact concept of each varies across 
both disciplines and scientists. For this work, the concepts upon which each of the five 
system stocks are based are described in the following sections. 
2.2.1 Environmental Capital 
Environmental capital is considered to consist of the physical stocks of the natural 
ecosystem that support the farming entity, which Pretty (2003: pi6, paragraph 3) finds 
consist of "...water supply and regulation; treatment, assimilation and decomposition of 
wastes; nutrient cycling and fixation; soil formation; biological control of pests; climate 
regulation; wildlife habitats; storm protection and flood control; carbon sequestration; 
pollination; and recreation and leisure." 
Based upon research and expert advice, several factors are considered to be 
fundamental to sustainability of environmental capital. These factors are the foundation 
of the environmental capital assessment of the comparative technique created for this 
work, and as such are described below. 
The measure or assessment of productivity of environmental capital used in this 
work is soil organic matter (SOM). In terms of a human time scale, soil is a slowly 
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renewing resource that provides many vital ecosystem services in addition to its 
importance in plant growth and development, consistent with the work of Doran (1997). 
Soil quality is best determined by comparing a soil sample's properties to criteria of 
suitability for a given use Carter (2002). SOM is considered to be a key indicator of soil 
health and productivity potential because soil organic matter levels indicate the relative 
fertility, quality of soil structure, pH level, nutrient and water retention capacities, pest 
management and waste recycling abilities, degree of erosion and stability of a given soil 
(Weil 2004, Park 2001, Tivy 1990, Magdoff 2000). In addition, soils that contain 
sufficient levels of SOM are usually inhabited by complex webs of organisms that 
provide the agro ecosystem with resiliency (Altieri 2003). 
SOM affects physical, chemical, and biological aspects of soil health; thus SOM 
levels are a key indicator of the effects of agro ecosystem management practices (Weil 
2004, Magdoff 2004). Adequate SOM levels vary depending on soil type, and upon the 
method chosen to measure those levels in soils. Agricultural soils often have an average 
of one to six percent SOM (Magdoff 2000). A SOM concentration of five to eight 
percent is considered satisfactory for most soil types in Maine, using the Walkley-Black 
scale (Hoskins 1997). Similarly, Weil and Magdoff (2004) find that if agricultural soils 
are to be managed sustainably, soils that are primarily sandy (67-97%) must contain 2.5% 
SOM, soils that consist of roughly 80% clay and silt should contain at least 7.2% SOM, 
and soils containing at least 50% clay and silt should have at least 4.5% SOM levels. 
Daly (1997) and van Noordwijk (1999) find that when considering sustainability, 
judging agricultural systems by their ability to maintain system stocks instead of solely 
by goals of profit maximization is more appropriate for reasons including soil health and 
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ecosystem balance, among many others. Focusing on maintenance of system stocks 
allows for more accurate assessments of the pollution and environmental degradation 
sometimes caused by farming practices (Mader et al., 1999). 
Often agricultural systems are built on the belief that technology can effectively 
overcome declines in environmental system stocks. According to Tivy (1990), the 
physical environment, not man-made capital, is the principal system stock for agricultural 
production, and that stock is being eroded by production systems that transform system 
stocks into output and overburden environmental sinks. Sustainability changes the focus 
of this process from production of output to preserving or increasing system stocks so 
that production can continue indefinitely (Goodwin 2001). 
Agricultural practices such as monocultures seek as little interference from nature 
as possible. Rather than relying on natural processes to recycle on-farm resources, they 
tend to rely heavily upon purchased pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers, and other soil 
inputs to provide nutrients and pest protection (Pretty 1995, Giampietro 2004). The 
purchased inputs are used to foster the growth and yield of generally a single species. 
This leads to an "erosion of diversity" in the words of Pretty (1995), which greatly 
influences the effectiveness of agro ecosystem processes such as recycling of wastes and 
pest management, because such processes are based primarily upon biological 
components of ecosystems (Altieri 1999). Thus the ecosystem modifications necessary 
for large scale monoculture can cause "the destruction of the entire set of mechanisms 
that regulated ecosystem functioning before alteration (e.g. predator-prey dynamics and 
positive and negative feedback in the web of water and nutrients cycling)" (Giampietro 
2004: p342, paragraph 1). 
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Biological diversity is an important component of sustainable agricultural 
management, because it allows agroecosystems to recycle carbon, nutrients, and synthetic 
chemicals, repel insect pests, renew soil health, and regulate internal ecosystem processes 
(Altieri 1999, Giampietro 2004). Agricultural practices such as cultivating multiple crops 
instead of monoculture, and substituting natural fertilizers and pest control methods for 
chemical inputs can contribute to increased biological diversity in agroecosystems 
(Paoletti 2001). Crop rotations are also an alternative to synthetic inputs that can increase 
soil fertility and health, along with helping to control pests and plant diseases by breaking 
up the life cycles of both (Ryszkowski 2002, Altieri 1995, Baudry 1993). 
Using farm-based, naturally occurring nutrient sources, (such as animal manures 
and compost) instead of synthetic fertilizers serves to maintain or improve soil quality 
(Liebig 2004, Savory 1999), along with minimizing erosion and maintaining 
environmental capital because air, water and farm resources are not degraded by repeated 
applications of industrial fertilizers and pesticides (Pretty 1995, Lockeretz 1989, Reinjtjes 
1992, Smolik 1995). As a result, simplifying agroecosystems by modifying the 
complex, interconnected layers of organisms and their interactions is detrimental to the 
system's resiliency and ability to deal with environmental perturbation (Paoletti 1999, 
Scott 1998, Giampietro 2004). 
Another indicator of a healthy agro-ecosystem is the presence of bees and other 
pollinators, which are key to successful agricultural production. Flowering plants and 
pollinators have a mutualistic relationship, in that pollinators provide an essential service 
of fertilization for flowering plants and agricultural crops by spreading pollen from plant 
to plant (Kearns 1997). 
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However, since the early 1990's, bees and other pollinator populations in the 
United States have been declining dramatically, possibly due to many factors including 
parasitic mites, habitat fragmentation, weather and exposure to pesticides (Allen-Wardell 
et al 1998, Kearns 1997). In the absence of sufficient populations of pollinators, rippling 
effects can be expected to impact entire ecosystems, since the fruits that pollinators 
fertilize feed other members of the food chain and thus greatly influence the persistence 
of many species (Kearns 1997). The implications are significant declines in both 
ecosystem health and crop yields, possibly leading to a decrease in food supply and the 
starvation of some of the organisms within the ecosystem (Allen-Wardell et al 1998). 
Hedgerows and other similar permanent vegetation along the edges of farm fields 
attract and sustain pollinators because they provide both sources of food and suitable 
nesting habitat (Kearns 1997). In contrast, monoculture is destructive to the habitats of 
many pollinators because of the applications of pesticides needed and because the 
equipment used to cultivate and harvest monocultured crops usually cannot maneuver 
around any significant patches of permanent vegetation. 
The erosion of biological diversity from conventional agriculture leads to a long-
term productivity decline and the need for additional external inputs to keep soil fertility 
and other agro ecosystem inputs at levels that allow for crop production (Altieri 1999, 
Pretty 1995). In addition, the application of external inputs and accompanying intensive 
rotations tend to degrade instead of maintaining or improving soil quality. Thus the 
farmer must apply increasing amounts of purchased inputs to maintain soil quality 
sufficient for agricultural production (Matson et al. 1999). Over time, productivity of soil 
decreases due to the many biological, physical and chemical impacts on soil health 
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caused by intensive agricultural production (Tivy 1990). Once the resource destruction 
reaches a certain level, the cumulative effects can be substantial and further applications 
of purchased inputs will be insufficient to maintain agricultural productivity (Harris 
2003). 
Schusky (1989) finds that the industrial system is also very inefficient in 
converting calories of energy input to calories of food output. Industrial agriculture uses 
large quantities of fossil fuels not only to fuel farm machinery, but also in the production 
of agricultural chemicals (Shiyomi 2001). Schusky estimates that this "neocaloric" 
agricultural era must necessarily be a short one, possibly 1930-2050, given the 
dependence on high-energy input from fossil fuels. This means that in the long run, 
agricultural systems will be judged more financially efficient if they rely on recycling and 
renewal within the system instead of purchased inputs and increased energy consumption. 
As fossil fuels become scarcer and their financial value increases, the natural limits of 
energy will be noticeable and alternative energy sources will be in high demand (Harris 
2003). 
Savory proposes that a holistic agricultural management system follows the 
principles of the natural world because "individual parts do not exist in nature, only 
wholes, and these form and shape each other" (Savory 1999: pl9, paragraph 4). Instead 
of focusing all management efforts on a single species, an alternative system considers 
the farm to be an ecosystem of interconnected food webs involving microbes, plants, and 
insects, which may be manipulated to the benefit of the crops. Such an agricultural 
system is more of a closed loop system, operated using holistic management principles 
that recycle system outflows as inflows to maintain the system stocks. The focus on 
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managing instead of eradicating means that the system stocks are maintained throughout 
the circular process of sustainable farming. The significance of the relationships among 
organisms is key to maintaining the health of such systems (Savory 1999). 
2.2.2 Social Capital 
Social capital is also one of the five system stocks proposed by Pretty (2003), and 
thus is also key to this evaluation of sustainability. Robert Putnam defines social capital 
as "connections among individuals—social networks and the norms of reciprocity and 
trustworthiness that arise from them" (Putnam 2000: pl9). Lorenzen (2005: p4, 
paragraph 1) defines social capital as a "collective, non-proprietary asset of a community" 
that influences the business decisions of members of the community. Similarly, Sabatini 
(2006) finds that social capital inherent in the social networks of a region benefits the 
local economy, though some types of social ties are more influential on economics than 
others are. 
Paldam (2001) finds that social capital is an indicator of sustainability in that it 
defines the degree to which people can organize when faced with local resource 
allocation problems that require collective action. He sees social capital as frequently 
used to describe several related theories, but narrows these down to three main concepts: 
(1) trust in society and in society's political and legal systems, (2) ability of the members 
of a society to work together and (3) ability of the members of a society to network 
amongst themselves (Paldam 2001). Similarly, Lin (2000) views social capital as 
consisting of two concepts: one focusing on resources that are produced in social 
networks; the other focusing on characteristics of social networks. 
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Social capital can be regional phenomena, in that relationships with nearby 
businesses contribute to social capital, along with family ties and friendships with other 
members of the community (Lorenzen 2005). These networks of connections are often 
greatly influenced by geography because close proximity to other members of the 
community can influence community economic development by expediting business 
transactions, among other benefits (Lorenzen 2005, Arnason 2004). Similarly, Mohan 
and Mohan (2002) find that social capital is often spatial in nature because social capital 
is based upon the relationships among people, the strength of which can vary from 
location to location. 
The network of workplace connections that a farm has with members of the 
surrounding community provide the farm with social capital, and thus impact the success 
of the business (Kilpatrick 2001). Bebbington (1997) finds that the social capital inherent 
in these networks of community connections greatly influences both local demand for 
farm products and choices of farming practices. 
Burton (2006) finds that social capital of farming communities varies based upon 
geographical location, due to the attributes of the different communities. Similarly, 
Gustafson (2004) finds that social capital is one of the influences on whether farmers buy 
inputs and sell farm products locally or through larger scale markets in other areas. He 
finds that social capital present in local level transactions can influence farm operation 
choices, because social capital can lower the degree of risk, since local suppliers are more 
likely to provide local farmers with credit if necessary, in contrast to larger firms that 
supply production inputs. Tiepoh and Reimber (2004) find that as a community's social 
capital increases, income within the community also increases. 
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The large-scale production of crops requires markets larger than those available at 
the local scale to sell farm output, so there are few returns to the local economy and 
community from the farm's presence. As a result, the farm receives little return to its 
stock of social capital, because its sales and production operations do not help it build 
relationships within the community (Ikerd 2005, Lyson 2001). In contrast, smaller scale 
farming operations that sell their output locally increase social capital by building 
stronger relationships with the local community. In cases where the farm has non-farm 
neighbors, the social capital of these relationships can also minimize conflicts that come 
from negative externalities of farming (Lynch 2002). 
Butler (2001) found that sustainable agriculture in a community depends upon 
connections established between farms and the local community. Boody also emphasizes 
the importance of social capital and connections between local community and 
sustainable farms. He states "to succeed, these diversified systems need a base of bonding 
social capital on which to build. Bridging social capital is also necessary for the transition 
to diversified systems. This bridging would need to link producers with consumers, 
resulting in a reasonable share of consumer expenditures flowing directly to producers, 
local small-scale processors, and service providers" (Boody 2005: p35, paragraph 2). 
Social capital also complements a farm's other system stocks. Burt (1997: p339, 
paragraph 3) finds that "Social capital is the contextual complement to human capital. 
Social capital predicts that returns to intelligence, education, and seniority depend in 
some part on a person's location in the social structure of a market or hierarchy. While 
human capital refers to individual ability, social capital refers to opportunity." 
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Similarly, Flora (2001) finds that social capital, human capital, financial/built 
capital, and natural capital are all very influential in rural economic development. She 
describes the relationship between these forms of capital with: "one must deal first with 
the people (human capital) and the relationships (social capital) before one can mobilize 
these to enhance natural capital" (Flora 2001: plO, paragraph 2). Flora finds that all four 
forms of capital must be considered equally in community development activities if a 
balance of community, economic activities and environmental impacts is achieved. 
The literature offers a variety of techniques for measuring local as a spatial 
dimension of social capital. Local can be defined by the fact that "the distance between 
the different actors should be minimal (both geographically and with respect to the 
number of intermediates in the chain)" (Mathijs 2006: p23, paragraph 5). Other 
researchers define locally grown products as those that are produced within the state by 
either a family farming operation or locally based company (University of Nebraska 
2001). 
A survey of American consumers found that one fifth consider locally grown 
foods to be those that originate in one's county, while one third of consumers define 
locally grown foods as originating within their state (Wilkins 1996a). Another consumer 
survey in the Northeast found similar results, in that 31% of the participants considered 
local foods to originate within their state, and 38% considered locally grown foods to 
originate within their county (Wilkins 1996b). Brown (2003) found that many Missouri 
consumers consider locally grown to include those foods that originate within their region 
regardless of state lines, including parts of Missouri and Illinois. 
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2.2.3. Human Capital 
Pretty's model also focuses on human capital as an essential stock of 
sustainability. Putnam (2000) defines human capital as consisting of an individual's 
capabilities, skills, and education. Similarly, Huysman and Wulf (2004) describe human 
capital as "individual knowledge, individual capabilities to act on this knowledge, and 
individual learning" (Huysman 2004: p5, paragraph 3). Huffman (1985) adds the 
farmer's ability to adapt to changes in the business environment to his definition of 
human capital, and finds the ability of farmers to adapt to changing circumstances is key 
to the success of farming operations. Human capital in the form of specialized 
agricultural knowledge is frequently passed down through the generations of the farm 
family, taught to children as they work on the farm during their childhoods (Laband 
1983). 
Khaldi (1975) finds that education of farmers impacts their use of other 
production inputs. Boergen (2003) focuses on quantifying the importance of human 
capital in the productivity calculations of conventional and alternative agricultural system 
assessments. She also found that human capital is used more frequently in alternative 
systems, "implying that chemical inputs and human capital are economic substitutes." 
Similarly, human capital is beneficial to a farmer because it compliments technical 
information that is used in agricultural management decisions (Just 2002). 
Huffman (1998) distinguishes between the sources of human capital, specifically 
that which is acquired through either formal education or through training such as is 
provided by Extension, finding that both sources of knowledge assist farmers in 
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understanding and adopting new technologies that can make their operations more 
profitable and efficient. Huffman (1980) also finds that a positive relationship exists 
between farmers' off-farm labor supply, their education and the Extension input. As 
farmers' education increases, their off-farm wage rate and farm output can also be 
expected to increase. The study suggests "that farmers with more education, even when 
they have not migrated, have reallocated their labor services from self-employed farm 
work to off-farm work faster than farmers with lower levels of education. Thus part of 
the return to education in agriculture arises from its effect on the allocation of labor 
between farm and non-farm labor markets" (Huffman 1980: p23, paragraph 3). 
Entrepreneurship is also a fundamental part of human capital. Schultz (1980) 
defines entrepreneurship as a person's ability to efficiently manage the business or 
farming operation and adapt to changing circumstances. He finds entrepreneurship is 
more valuable than education for farming operations because those farmers who are able 
to adjust their operations to suit new market conditions and circumstances are most 
successful (Schultz 1980). 
Smith, Files and Bell (2004) find two basic types of farming operations exist in 
Maine. The first consists of farms whose profits depend on efficiently growing large 
quantities of just one or two commodities that are sold into large wholesale markets with 
low profit margins per unit (Hendrickson 2001). In contrast, small scale alternative 
farming operations focus on receiving relatively higher profit margins while producing 
lower quantities of products (Logsdon 2000). Such farming operations receive these 
higher profit margins for their output because they sell directly to local buyers, allowing 
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producers to capture marketing margins that are otherwise acquired by wholesalers, 
distributors, and retailers (Govindasamy 1999). 
Those farming operations that rely on direct marketing to sell their products must 
perform the diverse activities that middlemen would otherwise do for them, such as 
creatively marketing farm products directly to consumers (Govindasamy 1999). Thus the 
need for the "firm specific human capital" of entrepreneurs differs between these two 
types of farming operations, depending on factors such as the production system, market 
conditions, and choice of marketing channels (Schultz 1980: p441, paragraph 1). 
Smith, Files and Bell (2004) find years of education and off-farm labor are tied to 
whether the type of farming operation is conventional or sustainable. Yang (1997) finds 
the more years of formal education a farm family member has, the more likely the person 
is to work off-farm at least part-time. Yang also theorizes that "contributing knowledge 
to farming while participating in off-farm employment gives the more educated members 
a comparative advantage in off-farm work, allowing them to capture returns to education 
in both farm and nonfarm sectors" (Yang 1997: p 613-614, paragraph 3). Off-farm labor 
is also important for many farm families because it provides them with healthcare 
(O'Donoghue 2005). 
Swidinsky, Howard and Weersink (1998) find that when the primary farm 
operator works off-farm, the farm is likely to be smaller, use less capital, and have lower 
sales of farm products than are found in farming operations in which off-farm labor is not 
the occupation of the primary farm operator. O'Donoghue and Hoppe (2005) find during 
the 20th century the off-farm labor supply of American farm families increased greatly. In 
addition they find that as off-farm contributions to household income of the farm family 
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increases, on-farm contributions to household income tend to decrease. They also state 
that farm operators who work off-farm are more likely to cease farming during the next 
five years of operations. 
2.2.4 Physical Capital 
Considering community level stocks, Pretty defines physical capital as "the store 
of human-made material resources, and comprises buildings (housing, factories), market 
infrastructure, irrigation works, roads and bridges, tools and tractors, communications, 
and energy and transportation systems, that make labour more productive" (Pretty 2003: 
pl3, paragraph 6). Because of the extensive investment in land, equipment and buildings 
that farming requires, physical capital is a large portion of farm resources for many farms 
(Mishra 2002). 
2.2.5 Financial Capital 
The fifth system stock evaluated in this work is financial capital. A farm family's 
financial wealth includes equity in physical capital assets such as land, buildings and 
machinery, combined with family savings and investments. Mishra (2002) finds that the 
financial assets of a farm family are frequently enmeshed with those of the family 
farming operation. Thus investment in physical capital is one of the primary methods by 
which farm owners build wealth through their businesses (Blank 2002). 
The Farm Financial Standards Council (FFSC) finds that the two most frequently 
used methods of valuing a farm's physical and financial capital stocks are estimated 
market value and depreciated historical cost. Researchers who favor the use of estimated 
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market values find that they provide more realistic valuation of a farm's assets and are 
easier to estimate than depreciated historical cost (FFSC 1997). The FFSC also suggests 
that "when capital assets are shown on a balance sheet at "market value," that market 
value be computed as fair market value less normal selling costs" (FFSC 1997: pII-29, 
paragraph 2) to allow for realistic comparisons between different farming operations. 
Similarly, the USDA defines a farm's net worth as consisting of the market value of farm 
assets minus liabilities. 
The literature identifies two philosophies of farming: one relatively large in scale, 
requiring more physical capital for production and more purchased inputs, while the other 
centers on farming at a relatively smaller scale, requiring less physical capital and 
possibly substituting on-farm resources for some or all purchased inputs (Logsdon 2000, 
Ikerd 2001, Pretty 1995). Smaller scale farming operations tend to rely more on direct 
marketing strategies that allow farmers to capture marketing margins that otherwise go to 
wholesalers, distributors, and retailers (Govindasamy 1999). Such farming operations 
sell relatively less output at higher profit margins per unit of output. In contrast, 
relatively large scale operations sell larger quantities of farm products at lower profit 
margins per unit of output (Hendrickson 2001). 
A farm's financial strategy should be centered on cash flows that sufficiently pay 
for all of the operation's expenditures while providing a sufficient rate of return to labor 
for the farm family (Savory 1999). Farm financial strategies are most successful if 
planning allows for sufficient profits to sustain the farming operation and the farm family 
finances, without focusing on maximizing profits at the expense of all other 
considerations (Levins 1996). 
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2.3 An Overview of Multicriteria Decision-making 
Multi-criteria decision-making is used to evaluate the system stocks of this work 
because it is built around the multiple, sometimes conflicting, impacts of different 
farming systems and provides for both prospective and retrospective analysis. With 
multi-criteria decision-making, instead of just one optimal answer, all are potential 
equilibrium points depending upon the circumstances and upon which objective(s) one 
emphasizes most (Giampietro 2004, Munda 1995, Malczewski 1999). 
The questions are transposed to a Likert scale and then summed to evaluate many 
of the objectives. With the Likert scale, a numerical rating (usually one to five) is used 
to provide a score along a continuum using a set of questions to evaluate a given a set of 
circumstances (Oppenheim 1992). Once a participant scores each question in the survey 
with a ranking, the aggregated score for the farming system is found by summing up the 
ratings for each objective. 
Some trends in Maine agriculture should also be noted, in that Maine is a unique 
environment for farming operations in comparison to other geographic locations within 
the United States. While a subset of Maine farms follow the trends of the rest of the 
United States in progressively increasing the scale of their farming operations in order to 
sell farm products into large scale trade markets, another subset of Maine farms focuses 
on selling farm products locally. The subset of Maine farms that relies upon selling farm 
products locally is unusual in comparison to other locations with the United States due to 
its diversification of farm products and emphasis on strengthening ties with the local 
community by selling farm products directly to consumers (Smith 2004). Since such 
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operations are often operated using holistic principles that focus on the health and 
complexity of the entire farming operation instead of focusing on production as solely a 
process of transforming production inputs into farm output (Smith 2004, Smith et al 
2004), these types of farming operations are more likely to employ farming practices that 
could be considered to enhance the sustainability of the farming operation. Thus 
agriculture within Maine is distinct in comparison to agriculture of some other regions 
within the United States. 
3. METHODS AND DATA 
3.1 Objectives and Indicators of the System Stocks 
This work evaluates and tests a comparative technique that is modeled after 
Pretty's (2003) theoretical model, which uses five system stocks of environmental 
capital, social capital, human capital, physical capital and financial capital to determine 
the ability of an agricultural system to meet specific multiple natural and social objectives 
of sustainability rather than the sole goal of profit maximization. The measurements of 
the objectives for this comparative technique are based upon farming practices and other 
information that farmers know about their businesses, providing the data needed for 
realistic assessment of the farming operations. A survey is used to acquire this data from 
individual farms. It is assumed that certain practices lead to environmental, social 
human, physical and financial outcomes. 
Because of the presence of the multiple system stocks and the nonlinearity of 
agro-ecosystems, a simple and efficient method of realistically quantifying each stock is 
preferred for this work. The indicators of each of the objectives of the five capitals are 
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evaluated by a series of responses to survey questions, and results are assessed using 
multi-criteria decision-making. The questions are transposed to a Likert scale and then 
summed to evaluate the objectives. 
The capital stocks are measured as stock objectives, which are decomposed into 
indicators to calculate agricultural system scores. Professional experts in the disciplines 
related to each system stock were consulted to review the methodology and determine 
benchmarks when needed. All system stocks are considered to be equally valuable from 
the perspective of sustainability, thus the fact that some stocks require three objectives to 
define while other require four objectives does not signify the relative importance of 
specific system stocks. 
3.2 Environmental Capital Indicators 
Environmental capital is assessed using two objectives, one that measures 
productivity potential of agricultural land, and one that measures biodiversity and 
ecosystem health. The measure or assessment of productivity of environmental capital is 
soil organic matter (SOM). The second objective of environmental capital in this work is 
an index of biological diversity and ecosystem health. These measures are created so that 
output of the system can be evaluated based on input choices. 
Indicators used to assess biological diversity and ecosystem health are the 
existence of permanent vegetation, woodlands, and shelter belts on a farm; length and 
type of crop rotations; pest and nutrient management; and type of waste management 
plan. The index is built consistent with the work of Giampietro (2004), Ontario's 
Environmental Farm Plan, and landscape ecology literature. Landscape ecology 
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literature is used to round out the indicator questions because it fits with the innate 
complexity of agro-ecosystems, allowing for prediction of the potential consequences of 
agricultural activities. 
The existence of permanent vegetation, woodlands and shelter belts is chosen as 
an environmental indicator because modifying the vegetation of the ecosystem impacts 
how water cycles through the system, whether pesticide run off flows into nearby bodies 
of water, the level of soil erosion, the susceptibility of crops to pests, the health of 
pollinators, and the diversity of plants and animals in the agro ecosystem. These 
indicators of ecosystem impact are consistent with the work of Ryszkowski (2002). 
Length and type of crop rotations are considered to be an indicator of ecosystem 
health and biological diversity because crop rotations influence the environmental 
impacts of farming practices since crop rotations control pests, renew soil productivity, 
and impact the health of pollinators in the agro-ecosystem. Two questions are used to 
evaluate a farming operation's crop rotations: proportion of cropland planted with 
perennial cover crops for at least two of the last five years; and proportion of cropland 
currently planted with at least a three year crop rotation. These measures are created so 
that output of the system can be evaluated based on input choices. 
Two questions evaluate crop rotations in the survey instrument. The first assesses 
the proportion of cropland planted with perennial crops for at least two of the last five 
years. This question is consistent with Ontario's Environmental Farm Plan, which 
recommends planting perennial crops in rotation with cover crops for at least two out of 
every five years to minimize erosion and maintain soil health (OMAFRA Staff 1998a). 
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The second evaluation of environmental capital based upon crop rotations 
assesses the proportion of cropland currently planted with at least a three year crop 
rotation. This information is used to evaluate the impact of crop rotations on the agro-
ecosystem, because planting at least three crops in rotation is most likely to minimize 
pest problems because it breaks up life cycles, along with increasing soil organic matter 
and nutrient levels (OMAFRA Staff 1998b). 
Since flowering plants are the key to the presence of pollinators because of the 
mutualistic relationship between pollinators and flowering plants, one expert suggested 
that these sources of food, along with permanent vegetation for shelter for pollinators and 
the natural enemies of agricultural pests are the most influential part of agro-ecosystem 
health. 
Survey questions used to evaluate the health of pollinators are those about 
permanent vegetation on the farm, the presence of tree crops in crop rotations, and 
proportion of pest management strategies based on natural strategies. These questions 
were selected based upon expert feedback and research that suggests that the presence of 
tree crops increases the likelihood that the ecosystem will sustain and maintain 
pollinators. 
The impact of weed and pest management strategies on environmental capital is 
evaluated by the proportion of the farming operation's pest management based on natural 
strategies, the proportion of cropland treated with herbicides or pesticides in the last five 
years, and the proportion of cropland treated with synthetic fertilizers in the last five 
years. 
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The final indicator of environmental capital is the type of waste management plan 
the farm uses. The proportion of wastes that the farm composts is used to evaluate waste 
management plan. 
The indicators for the objectives of ecosystem health and biodiversity are 
aggregated with the soil organic matter assessment to produce a score for environmental 
capital. 
3.3 Social Capital Indicators 
This work examines individual level social capital, specifically that which flows 
between the community and an individual farm through their interactions. A threshold 
distance of 25 miles is used to define local for this analysis of social capital, based upon 
the literature described above and analysis using a Geographic Information System (GIS) 
Threshold distance is defined as the radius or amount of space around a data point that is 
used to weight statistical tests in GIS. An appropriate standard threshold distance must 
be selected for all tests, so that comparisons may be made between different subsets of 
the sample. 
The statistical tests in GIS are used to determine what distance should be defined 
as local. If too large a threshold distance is selected for analysis, the test results are likely 
to all be statistically significant and thus difficult to make distinctions between. 
Conversely, at too small a threshold distance, it is likely that all or most tests one uses 
will be statistically insignificant. Thus, using a GIS to test for spatial autocorrelation 
among a subset of 451 Maine farms found 25 miles to be the appropriate threshold 
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distance for this analysis, because few of the results were statistically insignificant at a 
threshold distance of 15 miles, and all but a few were statistically significant at 50 miles. 
Three types of workplace ties are considered in the assessment of social capital: 
those ties that the farm has with consumers of its products, with suppliers of purchased 
farm inputs, and with farm employees. Specifically, indicator measures of social capital 
in this work are the proportion of total sales to consumers within 25 miles of the farm, 
proportion of inputs purchased from suppliers that live within a 25 mile radius of the 
farm, proportion of farm employees that live within 25 miles of the farm, and the number 
of employees per unit of sales output. 
The last variable measures the labor intensity of the farming operation. Labor 
intensity is evaluated based upon the theory that the greater the number of local people 
employed by the operation, the more social capital is available from the farm's sales 
output. ' 
3.4 Human Capital Indicators 
The indicators of human capital used here are based upon the work of Swidinsky 
et al. (1998), and consist of age, farm experience, training, education, and 
entrepreneurship, measured on a per person basis. Age is measured by number of years. 
Farm experience is disaggregated into five categories. These five categories quantify the 
number of years a person has spent: living on a farm, working as farm labor, managing a 
The calculations of labor intensity follow the methods of one of the two labor intensity measures used by 
Dewenter and Malatesta (2001). The comparative technique created for this work uses 100,000 as the 
multiplier for labor intensity instead of the 1,000,000 proposed by Dewenter and Malatesta, because only 
one farm didn't receive the highest score for labor intensity when multiplied by 1,000,000, not allowing one 
to distinguish differences in labor intensity between farming systems. Thus the formula used for the 
comparative technique's labor intensity calculations is: (employees/real sales) X 100,000. 
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farming enterprise, owning a farming enterprise, and in non-farm management. Training 
and education scores are based upon two indicators: the amount of formal training 
outside the classroom the person receives yearly, quantified by the number of sessions 
that the person attends each year and education, which is measured by number of years of 
formal schooling. 
Entrepreneurship is evaluated by the farmer's business skills, the marketing 
channels used to sell products, and the complexity of the farming operation. Based on 
expert feedback, the survey participant's business skills are evaluated because sufficient 
business skills are essential to the smooth functioning of a farming operation. In this 
work, business skills are assessed by whether or not the person has a business degree, has 
taken business planning classes, and if the farm has a current business plan. 
The marketing channels examined are: the proportion of farm output sold directly 
to consumers, retail stores, institutions, and to other farmers. Proportion of farm products 
sold in cooperation with other farmers and proportion of products that are marketed as 
value-added are also included in the evaluation of entrepreneurship. Farm complexity is 
measured by the number of different products sold. 
3.5 Physical Capital Indicators 
Physical capital is a farm's stock of material resources, specifically land, 
buildings, machinery, equipment, and livestock inventories that generate income for the 
farm over time. This work analyzes the stock of physical capital belonging to a specific 
farming enterprise. Since this comparative technique is constructed to evaluate both 
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retrospectively and prospectively, three indicators are used to evaluate the adequacy of 
physical capital for farming systems. 
The first two indicators are stock measures of the market value of the farm's real 
property. Market value is chosen based upon the recommendations of the FFSC, as 
described above. Sustainability requires that this value remain sufficient to provide 
adequate services to future farm production activities, and is a reasonable measure of how 
well the farming system has provided for this capital in the past. However, this measure 
is not useful to compare how well farming systems will do providing future physical 
capital since market value of physical assets can only be measured after the physical 
stock is placed, and that depends on the investment strategy of the farmer. 
Two constructs are used to evaluate the physical capital stock. The first is the 
value of the farming operation's buildings relative to the size of the farm. The formula 
for this construct is PCB = B/TS (Equation 3.5.1). PCB is the ratio of the farm's buildings 
(B) divided by total sales (TS), producing a measure of the value of farming operation's 
buildings relative to the size of farm. Total sales of the farming operation are used as a 
measure of the relative size of the farm. The ratio produced by this calculation is 
compared to the median value of PCB from the farms surveyed for this project. 
The second physical capital construct is the value of the farming operation's 
machinery and equipment relative to the size of the farm. The formula for this construct 
is PCME= ME/TS (Equation 3.5.2). PCME is a ratio of machinery and equipment (ME) 
divided by total sales (TS), producing a measure of the value of the farming operation's 
machinery and equipment relative to the size of the farm. Like PCB, the ratio produced by 
this calculation is compared to the median value of PCME from the farms surveyed for this 
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project. For both PCB and PCME, more physical capital per dollar of sales is preferred to 
less. 
To compare systems prospectively, a third indicator is used to represent funds 
available to maintain and improve the physical stock of the farm. A physical capital 
replacement construct is calculated to determine the amount of funds available to 
adequately maintain and replace physical stock. The construct is based upon the value of 
existing equipment and buildings, since a certain amount of money is needed to pay for 
replacement and upkeep of the farming operation's physical capital stocks. The Farm 
Service Agency's (FSA) standards are used to calculate the terms of the replacement 
construct. 
The flow measure indicator of the farm's physical stock replacement construct 
(PCR) is calculated using the following equations: 
PCR = ACP - SPCR (Equation 3.5.3) 
where ACp is the capital available to replace physical capital, and SPCR is the yearly 
depreciation for the farming operation's depreciable assets. SPCR is calculated as: 
SPCR= B/20 + ME/10 + L/5 (Equation 3.5.4) 
where SPCR is the yearly depreciation for the farming operation's buildings (B), 
machinery and equipment (ME), and livestock (L), divided by their yearly depreciation 
time periods. Next, the available cash to replace the physical capital is calculated using 
the equation: 
ACP = NFI + DEP - PP (Equation 3.5.5) 
where ACp is the available cash to replace physical capital, consisting of the sum of net 
farm income (NFI) and depreciation (DEP) minus principal payments (PP). 
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Systems that provide more adequate funds to maintain and replace physical stocks 
relative to the needs of the farming system are ranked higher in comparison to systems 
that provide less adequate funds. 
Twelve of the farmers surveyed were unsure how much depreciation they claimed 
during the 2006 tax year, while eight farmers were unsure of their operation's principal 
payments for 2006. So that the physical and financial capital constructs could be 
calculated, principal payments and depreciation totals were estimated. 
Depreciation was estimated using the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) straight 
line depreciation recovery method of Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System 
(MACRS) under the General Depreciation System (GDS). Under this system, buildings 
are depreciated over a 20 year period, machinery and equipment over seven years, and 
livestock such as dairy cattle for five years. Based on expert feedback, machinery and 
equipment were depreciated for ten years instead of the seven recommended by IRS 
standards. The same time periods are used to calculate both depreciation and principal 
payments when necessary. 
3.6 Financial Capital Indicators 
A farm's financial capital consists of revenue that maintain both the farming 
enterprise and family households, including family wealth. Financial capital represents 
the ability of the farm family to be financially maintained into the future, and is measured 
as a stock consisting of farm net worth (assets minus liabilities) plus other family savings. 
A family savings construct represents the available capital that can be contributed to 
family savings. It is constructed to receive a residual of farm revenues and non-farm 
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income after all farm and family expenditure needs are met. Family savings is key to 
financial sustainability of the operation, since it provides liquid capital to sustain the 
farming operation following years of low income and provides for retirement without the 
farmer having to sell the farm for non-farm purposes. 
Based upon expert feedback, a distinction must be made between profits, which 
are return to investment capital, and returns to labor and management, which are those 
returns that the farmer pays her or himself for both time spent working on the farm and 
expertise. Since the IRS does not recognize this distinction, farmers often do not either. 
Like the physical capital stock indicators and for similar reasons, the financial 
capital stock is evaluated using both a stock measure and a flow measure as indicators. 
The stock measure is farm net worth, while the flow measure represents the amount of 
cash that can flow into the financial stock during a specific time period. A third measure, 
one of financing capacity, is also calculated. 
The farm net worth indicator is defined by both the FFSC's and USDA's 
guidelines, and consists of the market value of farm assets (for farming use) minus farm 
liabilities. Farm net worth is calculated using the equation: 
NW = A-L (Equation 3.6.1) 
where liabilities (L) are subtracted from assets (A). Assets consist of farm land for farm 
use only, buildings, machinery, equipment, and livestock. 
2
 Originally, the farm net worth benchmark was US Census data for people in the NE of a similar age. 
However, this was found to not be an adequate benchmark because it compared business net worth across 
the states of the Northeast with farm net worth, and farmers frequently own relatively large amounts of 
physical capital, yet have little liquid savings. As a result, the benchmark was modified to the median net 
worth across the surveyed farms. 
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It should be noted that the farm's real estate equity is based upon the agricultural 
value of land only. If there is a difference between the land's agricultural value and 
market value, that value is be counted towards financial capital only if the value can be 
captured without disrupting the farming enterprise. (The farming enterprise is considered 
to be disrupted if the sale of the land causes farm production to cease, decrease 
significantly or otherwise be substantially compromised.) 
The family savings stock indicator allows the farm and farming system to be 
evaluated retrospectively. The flow measure assesses the funds available to maintain the 
health of the financial stock after all of the farming operation and household expenditures 
are met for the year, providing a prospective evaluation of the financial sustainability of 
the farming system. 
Available cash flow from the farming operation is estimated by adding the annual 
depreciation to net farm income and subtracting the annual capital principal payments 
from it. Since the farm has to service its capital debt but does not service depreciation, an 
amount equal to depreciation can be added to net income and an amount equal to capital 
principal payment must be subtracted from it to determine available cash. Net off-farm 
income is then added to the residual farm cash flow and household expenditures (not 
including payments to savings) are subtracted, providing the available residual cash to the 
family for the year. That cash, if available, is allocated first to the physical capital 
replacement and upkeep construct; any residual is directed to the family savings 
construct. 
The equation used to calculate family savings is based on that used to calculate 
the physical capital replacement construct: 
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ACF = PCR + OFI - HE (Equation 3.6.2) 
where available cash for family savings (ACp) is the sum of residual cash flow left from 
the physical capital replacement construct (PCR) plus off-farm income (OFI), minus 
household expenditures (HE). 
Originally this construct was benchmarked to US Census data for people in the 
Northeast of a similar age. As was the case with the farm net worth construct, this did 
not prove to be an adequate measure for farm families. To allow for distinctions 
between farming operations, family savings scores for the farm families surveyed were 
compared to the median of family savings for the farms surveyed. 
In addition, one dairy farm operator was unsure of household expenditures for his 
family for the year 2006. In order to estimate this total, the mean household 
expenditures of all farms and the subset of only dairy farms were estimated. The mean 
household expenditures for all farms in the survey is $23,633, while the mean household 
expenditures for just dairy farms in the survey is $26,200. Since the operation in 
question is a dairy, the household expenditures for the missing farm value were estimated 
at $26,200, the mean for dairy farms only. 
The third and final measure of financial capital is a financing capacity construct to 
determine the farm's borrowing capacity. It is calculated according to the FSC's 
standards, using a debt to asset ratio. Benchmarks for scores are based upon USDA net 
worth and asset ownership data for farms of the same economic class in the Northeast. 
The underlying principle is to determine how much revenue is available to 
provide for family financial security, after providing for farm asset replacement, without 
selling the farm for non-farm purposes. To meet a test of sustainability, the farming 
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system should provide the farm family with an increasing level of financial capital over 
time after all business and household expenditures are paid. 
3.7 The Survey Instrument 
Based upon research and the advice of experts in the field, a survey instrument 
was developed that uses farming practices to evaluate indicators that assess each 
objective, following the methods described in the following sections. Data were gathered 
from a sample of 23 farms: five organic dairy farms, four conventional dairy farms, three 
conventional potato farms, six proclaimed organic direct marketing farms, and five non-
proclaimed organic direct marketing farms. Dairy farms were selected from a subset of 
Maine farms surveyed previously by the University of Maine. Conventional potato farms 
and direct market farms were selected based upon their availability for sampling. 
Proclaimed organic direct marketing farms are those that the farm operators 
perceive as organic, whether or not they are certified by the USDA. Non-proclaimed 
organic direct marketing farms are those which are not viewed as being organic by their 
operators, although they may use many organic farming techniques. Proclaimed organic 
direct marketing farms are categorized in the aggregated results for organic farms, while 
non-proclaimed organic direct marketing farms are categorized as conventional for this 
analysis. All farms surveyed are located in Maine. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Given the sample size of 23 observations and nature of the data, no statistical tests 
were done for this work. However, the data are sufficient in number to allow for 
preliminary evaluations of the ability of the comparative technique to assess distinctions 
between farming systems in balancing the multiple objectives of sustainability. 
Administering the survey to farmers via phone or in-person interviews proved to 
be the most effective way to acquire completed surveys, versus through mail or email. 
Verbal communication was also informative in that participants often offered additional 
information about their farming operations as they answered questions. This extraneous 
information provides useful insight into both the differences found between the farming 
operations surveyed and the efficacy of the survey instrument. 
Because a minimum of 20 minutes of each farm operator's time is required to 
participate in this research and because testing took place in late spring (a busy time of 
year for growers), it is not surprising that time is one of the two reasons consistently cited 
by those who didn't care to participate. The second reason was a discomfort with 
providing financial information about their farming operations, even under the condition 
of anonymity. 
Excel spreadsheets were used to create formulas for scoring each of the individual 
farms' surveys. Those results were then used to create the data in the following tables 
and figures. 
All results are compared using radial diagrams as well as numerics. The values of 
the objective and indicator measures range from zero to one, with one considered to be 
the most preferable value. Separate radial diagrams were developed for comparing 
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different farm types and systems to one another, using the multicriteria decision principle 
of nondominance. In cases where overlays of the multiple objectives did not allow for 
clear comparisons between farming systems, scores were tallied numerically. 
Weak sustainability allows for tradeoffs between resources and stocks, requiring 
only that the total amount of resources be replenished. In contrast, strong sustainability 
views resources as not being substitutable for each other at some level, and thus does not 
allow for tradeoffs between resources and stocks (Turner 1994). 
The scoring of the proposed comparative technique allows for tests of both strong 
and weak sustainability and comparisons between different farming systems. In this 
work, weak sustainability allows for the numerical averaging of different stock scores, 
while strong sustainability requires that a farming system only be considered more 
strongly scoring if it produced higher scores on all stocks. 
The evaluations of this work provide a short run snapshot of the farming system 
instead of the whole picture that evolves in the long run. In the long run, dynamics of a 
farming system are influenced by variables such as prices and yields that can change 
yearly. In addition, it takes time for farming practices to affect the objectives evaluated 
by this work, even though they are considered to be indicators of results. 
4.1 Multiple Objective Scores for Farming System Categories 
4.1.1 Scoring Considerations 
The overall score for farming systems based upon multiple objectives is the main 
focus of this work, since the holistic perspective is key to sustainability versus the score 
of a farming system on any one system stock. Thus this section should be viewed as a 
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summary of sorts for the individual stock scores discussed in sections 4.2-4.6. One 
overall scoring effect that should be noted is that the way the questions in the survey 
instrument were scored means that the grouping of the answer categories could influence 
the scores of an agricultural system. 
4.1.2 Multiple Objective Scores of Specific Farming Systems 
Results from surveyed farms were compared by marketing system, production 
system and by size, measured as level of total sales in the following tables. When 
balancing the scores of the multiple objectives evaluated in this work, there is little to 
distinguish between the overall scores of organic or conventional operations, however 
they balance objectives in different ways (Table 4.1). Mean scores for the combined 
stocks and individual stocks are displayed with standard deviations for each score listed 
underneath in parentheses. In order, the columns contain the mean scores for all stocks 
(Overall), environmental capital (EC), social capital (SC), human capital (HC), physical 
capital (PC), and financial capital (FC). 
Regarding marketing systems, direct market farms surveyed scored higher than 
non direct market farms. Regarding production systems, the conventional potato 
operations had the lowest environmental capital scores and highest financial capital 
scores out of all the groups of aggregated farms, while of the non direct market farms, 
potato farms were the production system that scored higher than either type of dairy farm. 
Based upon these evaluations, when balancing the multiple of objectives of 
sustainability, it is possible that the marketing system (direct versus non direct) is more 
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influential to the overall sustainability of the farming operation regardless of whether or 
not the farm's production system is organic or conventional. 
To see if the observed differences are more likely a factor of marketing systems or 
of size, the 23 farms surveyed were ranked by total sales of farm products in an effort to 
separate out the two influences. The eight farms with the lowest total sales were then 
compared to the eight farms with the highest sales of the surveyed farms. The eight 
Table 4.1 Overall Mean Scores 
Overall EC SC HC PC FC 
ALL FARMS 0.63 0.68 0.53 0.56 0.65 0.71 
n=23 (0.29) (0.31) (0.29) (0.21) (0.33) (0.33) 
By Production System 
DM PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.68 0.80 0.61 0.53 0.79 0.68 
n=6 (0.24) (0.21) (0.20) (0.15) (0.28) (0.34) 
, DM NOT PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.66 0.78 0.60 0.62 0.63 0.67 
n=5 (0.25) (0.15) (0.23) (0.15) (0.39) (0.33) 
CONVENTIONAL POTATO 0.65 0.47 0.49 0.61 0.69 1.00 
n=3 (0.13) (0.21) (0.18) (0.19) (0.06) (0) 
ORGANIC DAIRY 0.57 0.72 0.45 0.55 0.47 0.67 
n=5 (0.21) (0.17) (0.24) (0.17) (0.14) (0.34) 
CONVENTIONAL DAIRY 0.56 0.48 0.48 0.50 0.67 0.65 
n=4 (0.20) (0.23) (0.15) (0.14) (0.31) (0.16) 
By Marketing System 
DIRECT MARKET 0.67 0.79 0.61 0.57 0.72 0.67 
n=ll (0.26) (0.21) (0.22) (0.17) (0.35) (0.34) 
NONDIRECT MARKET 0.59 0.58 0.47 0.55 0.59 0.74 
n=12 (0.26) (0.29) (0.25) (0.19) (0.28) (0.31) 
By Farm Type 
ORG/PROCLAIMED ORG 0.63 0.77 0.54 0.54 0.64 0.67 
n=ll (0.28) (0.26) (0.29) (0.20) (0.30) (0.34) 
CONVENTIONAL 0.62 0.61 0.53 0.58 0.66 0.74 
n=12 (0.29) (0.31) (0.26) (0.21) (0.33) (0.32) 
By Value of Sales 
HIGH SALES 0.56 0.65 0.42 0.56 0.50 0.70 
n=8 (0.24) (0.29) (0.12) (0.18) (0.26) (0.35) 
LOW SALES 0.71 0.77 0.69 0.57 0.81 0.72 
n=8 (0.25) (0.27) (0.21) (0.20) (0.26) (0.31) 
farms with the lowest sales consisted of one conventional dairy operation and seven 
direct market farms (five proclaimed organic and two not proclaimed organic). The eight 
farms with the highest sales consisted of two direct market not proclaimed farms, one 
conventional potato farm, three organic dairies, and two conventional dairies. This 
suggests that among the surveyed farms, direct market farms of either type are more 
likely to be of smaller scale than the non direct market farms. 
Fig. 4.1 Farms with the Highest Sales vs. Farms with the Lowest Sales 
Environmental Capital 
1.00 
0.80, 
Financial Capital 
Physical Capital 
Social Capital 
-•— High Sales 
•*• - Low Sales 
Human Capital 
Both groups of farms scored nearly the same for human capital, suggesting that as 
occurred in comparisons of marketing systems and production systems, human capital 
requirements of farming operations are similar across the farms surveyed. The greatest 
difference between the two groups of farms is in their physical capital scores, since the 
farms with the lowest sales received relatively higher scores for the sustainability of their 
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physical capital. This suggests, as does the literature reviewed, that more sustainable 
farming operations may have relatively larger stocks of physical capital per unit of total 
sales (Logsdon 2000). 
The results of this comparison suggest marketing system is influential in the 
scores of the surveyed farms, since the aggregate of the eight farms with the lowest total 
sales were strongly sustainable in comparison to the aggregate of the eight farms with the 
highest total sales (Table 4.1, Figure. 4.1). 
Based on these comparisons, direct market farms tended to be smaller in scale (as 
measured by a value of their sales) than the conventional operations surveyed, regardless 
of whether the farming operation perceived itself as organic or conventional. 
4.2 Environmental Capital 
4.2.1 Scoring Considerations 
For scoring purposes, environmental capital data were aggregated into four 
indicators—one representing soil productivity, and three representing aspects of 
biodiversity: permanent cover management; pest and nutrient management; and waste 
management. This ratio was chosen because the experts who provided feedback for this 
work emphasized roughly three quarters biodiversity and one quarter productivity in their 
feedback. 
The soil productivity measure used in this research, soil organic matter, proved to 
be a difficult question for respondents. Respondents who were unable to easily provide 
their current SOM percentages by soil type were asked to rate the ability of their farm's 
soil to fulfill the needs of the farming operation on a scale of one to five, with five being 
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the highest score. Some participants instead described what maintenance their soil 
required—"excellent" or low maintenance soil descriptions were assigned a five, 
"satisfactory" ones received a four, "adequate" descriptions received a three, while soil 
that requires quite significant maintenance on the part of the farmer received a score of 
two or one. 
4.2.2 Environmental Capital Scores of Specific Farming Systems 
For the system stock of environmental capital, all direct market farms were 
ranked more highly than all others across the farms surveyed, with mean scores of 0.80 
for proclaimed organic direct market farming operations and mean scores of 0.78 for 
direct market not proclaimed organic operations (Table 4.2). Standard deviations for 
each mean score are listed underneath it in parentheses. In order, the columns contain the 
overall mean scores for environmental capital (Stock), soil productivity (SP), permanent 
cover (PC), pest and nutrient management (PNM), and waste management (WM). 
Organic/proclaimed organic farming operations were ranked higher than 
conventional farming operations, with mean scores for organic farms of 0.77, in 
comparison to the mean scores of 0.61 for conventional farming operations. Potato 
operations received the lowest scores for environmental capital of any category of farm, 
with a mean score of 0.47. 
An examination of the individual indicators of environmental capital for each type 
of farm provides some insight into these mean scores. Soil productivity mean scores 
were higher for direct market farming operations than for the non direct market farming 
operations surveyed. In contrast, scores for the permanent cover indicator were higher 
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for organic/proclaimed organic farming operations, while scores were similar for both 
direct market and non direct farming operations. 
Based upon these results, those operations that were direct market, along with 
organic farming operations tended to adopt practices that are more on the sustainable end 
of the spectrum, with stronger scores for both pest/nutrient management and waste 
Table 4.2 Environmental Capital Mean Scores 
Stock SP PC PNM WM 
ALL FARMS 0.68 0.76 0.55 0.76 0.67 
n=23 (0.31) (0.23) (0.28) (0.34) (0.39) 
By Production System 
DM PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.80 0.80 0.64 0.79 0.95 
n=6 (0.21) (0.28) (0.24) (0.26) (0.07) 
DM NOT PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.78 0.84 0.41 0.88 1.00 
n=5 (0.15) (0.15) (0.19) (0.25) (0.00) 
CONVENTIONAL POTATO 0.47 0.70 0.46 0.29 0.43 
n=3 (0.21) (0.10) (0.20) (0.13) (0.40) 
ORGANIC DAIRY 0.72 0.73 0.65 1.00 0.51 
n=5 (0.17) (0.09) (0.20) (0.00) (0.40) 
CONVENTIONAL DAIRY 0.48 0.60 0.48 0.64 0.21 
n=4 (0.23) (0.28) (0.24) (0.33) (0.07) 
By Marketing System 
DIRECT MARKET 0.79 0.82 0.55 0.83 0.97 
n=ll (0.21) (0.23) (0.27) (0.28) (0.06) 
NONDIRECT MARKET 0.58 0.68 0.54 0.70 0.39 
n=12 (0.29) (0.20) (0.26) (0.36) (0.36) 
By Farm Type 
ORG/PROCLAIMED ORG 0.77 0.78 0.64 0.89 0.75 
n=ll (0.26) (0.24) (0.24) (0.22) (0.35) 
CONVENTIONAL 0.61 0.74 0.45 0.65 0.60 
n=12 (0.31) (0.22) (0.27) (0.36) (0-41) 
management in contrast to the conventional operations. Thus, possibly the marketing 
channel effect discussed in section 4.1 is also influencing these scores, in that the smaller 
scale direct market farming operations are better able to sustainably manage pest and 
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nutrient management and waste management if they so desire because of their relatively 
smaller scale. 
The results also suggest that the choice of marketing system is also influential on 
environmental capital scores of the farms surveyed. The direct market farming 
operations received higher scores for three of the four indicators of environmental capital: 
soil productivity; pest and nutrient management; and waste management. Direct market 
farming operations also scored highest for the environmental capital objective overall. 
From these results, it could be inferred that the indicators and objectives selected 
for environmental capital are capable of distinguishing between different types of 
farming operations. Organic farming operations scored higher than conventional 
operations for all four indicators of environmental capital, with the relatively highest 
scores for the indicators of permanent cover; pest and nutrient management; and waste 
management. As suggested by the literature, the organic farms and proclaimed organic 
farms try to adopt farming practices that are considered to be more environmentally 
friendly, and thus more sustainable (Logsdon 2000, Altieri 1995). 
4.3 Social Capital 
4.3.1 Scoring Considerations 
The three objectives of social capital used in this work are the ties the farm has 
with consumers of farm products, input suppliers, and employees. The locations of 
consumers, input suppliers and employees, along with the labor intensity of the farming 
operation are the four indicators of this system stock. The scores for the indicators of the 
consumer objective of social capital, location of employees and labor intensity, are 
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combined to produce a graph that illustrates each of the three objectives of social capital 
individually. 
As with environmental capital, greater differences in scores exist between the 
direct market farming operations and the non direct market farming operations, while a 
much lesser difference exists between the organic and conventional operations (Table 
4.3). Standard deviations for each mean score are listed underneath it in parentheses. In 
order, the columns contain the mean scores for overall social capital (Stock), ties to 
community members as consumers (C), ties to community members as input suppliers 
(PI), and ties to community members as employees of the farming operation (E). 
Table 4.3 Social Capital Mean Scores 
Stock C PI E 
ALL FARMS 0.54 0.48 0.37 0.76 
n=23 (0.29) (0.37) (0.23) (0.27) 
By Production System 
DM PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.61 0.73 0.23 0.87 
n=6 (0.20) (0.38) (0.07) (0.16) 
DM NOT PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.60 0.68 0.28 0.84 
n=5 (0.23) (0.32) (0.16) (0.20) 
CONVENTIONAL POTATO 0.49 0.20 0.53 0.73 
n=3 (0.18) (0.00) (0.34) (0.19) 
ORGANIC DAIRY 0.45 0.36 0.44 0.54 
n=5 (0.24) (0.32) (0.20) (0.20) 
CONVENTIONAL DAIRY 0.48 0.20 0.45 0.78 
n=4 (0.15) (0.00) (0.26) (0.18) 
By Marketing System 
DIRECT MARKET 0.61 0.73 0.23 0.87 
n=ll (0.22) (0.36) (0.12) (0.18) 
NONDIRECT MARKET 0.47 0.27 0.47 0.67 
n=12 (0.25) (0.22) (0.26) (0.27) 
By Farm Type 
ORG/PROCLAIMED ORG 0.54 0.56 0.33 0.72 
n=ll (0.29) (0.40) (0.18) (0.29) 
CONVENTIONAL 0.53 0.40 0.40 0.79 
n=12 (0.26) (0.32) (0.27) (0.19) 
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Regarding marketing systems and production systems, direct market firms 
received the best overall social capital scores, followed by the non direct market farming 
operations, both conventional and organic. Scores for the consumer indicator appear to 
be useful in distinguishing between different farm types. Direct market farms scored 
higher than the other farms using this indicator of social capital, followed by organic 
farming operations. These results support the information gained through the human 
capital survey questions, in that both the organic and conventional dairy and the 
conventional potato farms of which the non-direct market farm category consists tend to 
sell their products to the trade instead of directly to consumers. 
There could be a scale effect due to choice of marketing channel influencing the 
scores of the consumer indicator of social capital, in that the smaller direct market 
farming operations surveyed sell their farm products directly to consumers, since their 
relatively low volumes of sales allow them to direct market farm products to consumers. 
Ties to members of the community as input suppliers provided insight into the 
differences in social capital between the different farming operations surveyed, even 
though manufactured production inputs purchased tend to be shipped long distances for 
all farming operations. Both conventional and organic/proclaimed organic farm 
operators expressed frustration with the difficulty or impossibility of buying needed 
inputs that are produced locally. In Maine few production inputs are manufactured 
within the state, so farmers must buy them from suppliers located in other areas. 
The distinctions between farming operations appear to favor the non direct market 
farming operations surveyed, especially the conventional potato operations, possibly due 
to the specific production inputs they require, in contrast to other types of farming 
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operations surveyed. In addition, historically a large infrastructure of input suppliers and 
marketing firms exists to accommodate the potato farms located in northern Maine, 
possibly creating the difference in infrastructure between the surveyed farms. 
The third objective of social capital examined whether or not a farming operation 
employs local labor and the labor intensity of the operation. This objective also appeared 
to distinguish between the farming operations surveyed, though the data used to produce 
the employee objective must be disaggregated to yield some insight into the mean scores. 
Location of employees was chosen as an indicator of social capital because it is 
theorized that those who employ local people instead of migrant labor are more likely to 
enhance their farms' stocks of social capital through ties with the community. However, 
for this work little distinction could be made between farming systems because the farms 
surveyed primarily employed people that live within 25 miles of the farm, thus four of the 
five types of production systems surveyed scored perfectly for the local employees 
indicator. Possibly if this comparative technique is tested at a greater scale, its efficacy in 
picking out those farming operations that employ local people might be determined. 
In contrast, labor intensity appeared to distinguish between the farm types 
surveyed. For the labor intensity indicator, the highest scoring farms were both types of 
direct market farms. Direct market farms surveyed tended to be smaller scale and likely 
less mechanized than industrial farming operations, so possibly that is why they scored 
higher for labor intensity than the other conventional farming operations or organic dairy 
operations surveyed. 
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4.3.2 Social Capital Scores of Specific Farming Systems 
Based upon evaluations of farms in this survey, direct market farming operations 
were preferred over non direct market farming operations when categorized by marketing 
system. However, neither conventional nor organic farming operations appear to be 
preferred overall by the aggregated indicators of social capital used in this work. 
Possibly choice of marketing system is influencing these scores also, as was the case with 
environmental capital. This would be consistent with the literature in that the smaller 
scale operations are more likely to market their products directly to consumers in contrast 
to larger scale operations. 
Farming operations that market their products directly to consumers were 
theorized to have the greatest of social capital through their farming operations because 
of their interactions with the local community. It appears that the hypothesis is illustrated 
in the farms surveyed based on the fact that direct market farms were the most 
consistently preferred type of farming system. 
4.4 Human Capital 
4.4.1 Scoring Considerations 
Like the data for environmental and social capital, human capital data was 
aggregated into four objectives: life experience; farm and management experience; 
training and education; and entrepreneurship (Tables 4.4). Standard deviations are listed 
underneath each mean score in parentheses. In order, the columns contain the overall 
mean scores for human capital (Stock): life experience (LE), farm and management 
experience (FME), training and education (TE), and entrepreneurship (EN). 
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4.4.2 Human Capital Scores of Specific Farming Systems 
Evaluations of human capital suggest little difference overall between the 
different farming operations surveyed, regardless of marketing or production system. 
Direct market not proclaimed organic received the highest overall scores for human 
capital, while conventional dairies scored the lowest. 
Table 4.4 Human Capital Mean Scores 
Stock LE FME TE EN 
ALL FARMS 0.56 0.61 0.52 0.64 0.46 
n=23 (0.21) (0.14) (0.25) (0.22) (0.24) 
By Production System 
DM PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.53 0.50 0.37 0.65 0.61 
n=6 (0.15) (0.10) (0.14) (0.16) (0.18) 
DM NOT PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.62 0.64 0.55 0.68 0.60 
n=5 (0.15) (0.15) (0.23) (0.15) (0.07) 
CONVENTIONAL POTATO 0.61 0.67 0.72 0.60 0.44 
n=3 (0.19) (0.19) (0.21) (0.14) (0.24) 
ORGANIC DAIRY 0.55 0.64 0.54 0.70 0.31 
n=5 (0.17) (0.08) (0.23) (0.25) (0.12) 
CONVENTIONAL DAIRY 0.50 0.65 0.54 0.55 0.27 
n=4 (0.14) (0.09) (0.17) (0.24) (0.07) 
By Marketing System 
DIRECT MARKET 0.57 0.56 0.45 0.66 0.61 
n=ll (0.17) (0.14) (0.22) (0.17) (0.15) 
NONDIRECT MARKET 0.55 0.65 0.59 0.63 0.33 
n=12 (0.19) (0.12) (0.24) (0.24) (0.17) 
By Farm Type 
ORG/PROCLAIMED ORG 0.54 0.56 0.45 0.67 0.47 
n=ll (0.20) (0.11) (0.23) (0.22) (0.24) 
CONVENTIONAL 0.58 0.65 0.59 0.62 0.45 
n=12 (0.21) (0.14) (0.25) (0.22) (0.23) 
Nondirect market farms, especially the potato farms scored highest for life 
experience and farm and management experience, while direct market farms and 
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organic/proclaimed organic operations scored highest for the objectives of training and 
education, and entrepreneurship. 
The results for life experience and farm and management experience fit with the 
informal feedback from the interview process, in that the potato farmers surveyed tended 
to be older and owners of farming operations that had been in the family for more than 
one generation. Because life experience and farm management and experience are 
measured in years, these results are consistent with expectations, since it is expected that 
older operators would receive stronger scores for these indicators. In contrast, direct 
market proclaimed organic may be younger and newer to farming, consistent with Smith, 
Files and Bell (2004). 
Training and entrepreneurship scores fit with what was hypothesized, in that 
indicators of those objectives appear to prefer organic and direct market farming 
operations, also consistent with the work of Smith, Files and Bell (2004). Based upon the 
literature, these two types of farming operations require the most expertise to run 
successfully, and are often the types of operations created by farmers who are relatively 
younger with greater education than is found with conventional and non direct market 
farming operations. 
All farming operations require some combination of the different forms of human 
capital, in that successful farm operators are likely to require some combination of life 
experience, farm and management experience, training and education, and 
entrepreneurship in order to effectively run their businesses. Thus it is not surprising that 
overall human capital scores for all production and marketing types of farming operations 
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are similar, even if different systems score relatively higher than others on specific 
indicators of human capital. 
4.5 Physical Capital 
4.5.1 Scoring Considerations 
The data for physical capital relies upon three points for visual illustration, each 
one representing specific objectives: two for the existing real property of physical capital, 
and one for the physical capital replacement construct. This weighs the existing physical 
capital twice as much as the physical capital replacement construct. 
It was difficult to find appropriate benchmark values for physical capital stocks 
that were applicable to specific types of Maine farms for the building and machinery and 
equipment evaluations. Needs for buildings, machinery and equipment vary across 
different farming operations based on factors such as the type and size of the farming 
operation and the geographical region. As a result, the values for buildings and 
equipment for the survey population were used to create benchmarks. While the values 
for these objectives determine if there are differences between types of farms in the 
sample, they do not determine if they meet external stock criteria. 
4.5.2 Physical Capital Scores of Specific Farming Systems 
Based on these results (Table 4.5), overall physical capital objective scores for 
direct market proclaimed organic farms were highest, followed by the conventional 
potato and dairy farms. Standard deviations are listed underneath each mean score in 
parentheses. In order, the columns contain the overall mean scores for physical capital 
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(Stock), value of the farming operation's buildings relative to the size of the farm (B), 
value of the farming operation's machinery and equipment relative to the size of the farm 
(ME), and physical capital replacement (PCR). 
Table 4.5 Physical Capital Mean Scores 
Stock B ME PCR 
ALL FARMS 0.65 0.59 0.54 0.82 
n=23 (0.33) (0.34) (0.33) (0.31) 
By Production System 
DM PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.79 0.80 0.67 0.90 
n=6 (0.28) (0.28) (0.34) (0.22) 
DM NOT PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.63 0.68 0.52 0.68 
n=5 (0.39) (0.39) (0.39) (0.39) 
CONVENTIONAL POTATO 0.69 0.40 0.67 1.00 
n=3 (0.06) (0.00) (0.19) (0.00) 
ORGANIC DAIRY 0.47 0.28 0.24 0.88 
n=5 (0.14) (0.10) (0.08) (0.24) 
CONVENTIONAL DAIRY 0.67 0.70 0.65 0.65 
n=4 (0.31) (0.30) (0.26) (0.36) 
By Marketing System 
DIRECT MARKET 0.72 0.75 0.60 0.80 
n=ll (0.35) (0.34) (0.37) (0.33) 
NONDIRECT MARKET 0.59 0.45 0.48 0.83 
n=12 (0.28) (0.26) (0.28) (0.29) 
By Farm Type 
ORG/PROCLAIMED ORG 0.64 0.56 0.47 0.89 
n=ll (0.30) (0.34) (0.33) (0.23) 
CONVENTIONAL 0.66 0.62 0.60 0.75 
n=12 (0.33) (0.33) (0.32) (0.36) 
Direct market farms of both production types received higher scores for physical 
capital sustainability than did the non direct market farms surveyed, suggesting that a 
choice of marketing channel may also be influencing the physical capital scores of the 
farms surveyed. In contrast, overall scores for conventional and organic/proclaimed 
organic farms were almost the same. 
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The score for the buildings indicator and machinery and equipment indicator were 
consistent with the overall physical capital objective scores in that direct market farms 
received the highest scores for these indicators relative to non direct market farms. By 
production system, conventional farming operations received higher scores than the 
organic/proclaimed organic farming operations. 
Regarding production system, conventional potato farms, direct market 
proclaimed organic farms, and organic dairy operations all received high scores for the 
physical capital replacement objective. While scores for this indicator were similar 
between the direct market and non direct market farming operations, the 
organic/proclaimed organic farming operations received higher scores than the 
conventional operations did. Regarding marketing system, direct market farms scored 
higher than the non direct market farms. 
As was found with the system stocks of environmental capital and social capital, 
marketing system appears to influence the overall physical capital stock scores of the 
surveyed farms. 
4.6 Financial Capital 
4.6.1 Scoring Considerations 
It was difficult to find appropriate benchmark values for the financial capital 
indicators of farm net worth and family savings that were applicable to Maine farms. For 
the family savings, benchmarks were originally created for each age group using US 
Census Bureau data. However, farmers tend to be land rich and cash poor. Thus when 
they were compared to non-farm earners in the Northeast, no meaningful distinctions 
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could be made between farming operations, because the value of farming operations 
caused the majority of farming operations to score very favorably in comparison to other 
Northeastern Americans of the same age. 
To find comparisons between farms, a median of retirement savings across all 
farms surveyed to get the benchmarks within the survey population. At a national level 
or greater geographic range, one might want to test against a common benchmark. Thus 
evaluations for this work are solely to determine if there are differences between types of 
farms in the sample, not to determine if they meet external stock criteria. 
4.6.2 Financial Capital Scores of Specific Farming Systems 
Overall financial capital scores were highest for conventional potato operations, 
which received a maximum score for financial capital (Table 4.6). Standard deviations 
are listed underneath each mean score in parentheses. In order, the columns contain the 
overall mean scores for financial capital (Stock), farm net worth (FNW), family savings 
(FS), and financing capacity (FC). 
The other four production systems received relatively lower scores ranging from 
0.68 to 0.65. Non direct market farms scored higher than direct market farms surveyed, 
and conventional operations received higher scores than organic operations. 
Marketing system does not appear to influence the overall financial capital scores 
of different farming operations, as the subset of eight farms with the lowest total sales 
scored similarly to the subset of farms with the highest total sales. 
The base price of milk fluctuates substantially for a specific year of observation, 
possibly one of the factors influencing farms' scores on various financial objectives. Thus 
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the observed results for financial capital may be partially due to the presence of nine 
dairy operations among the 23 farms surveyed. 
For the net worth objective, by production system conventional dairy and 
conventional potato farms received the highest scores, followed by the direct market 
proclaimed organic farms and organic dairy farms which received scores similar to each 
other. The direct market not proclaimed organic farms received the lowest scores for this 
indicator. Since the non direct market operations tended to be of a larger scale than the 
direct market farming operations, it is possible that choice of marketing channel 
influencing these results of this particular indicator of financial capital. 
Table 4.6 Financial Capital Mean Scores 
Stock FNW FS FC 
ALL FARMS 0.71 0.87 0.61 0.65 
n=23 (0.33) (0.29) (0.37) (0.34) 
By Production System 
DM PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.68 0.87 0.53 0.63 
n=6 (0.34) (0.30) (0.34) (0.37) 
DM NOT PROCLAIMED ORGANIC 0.67 0.72 0.56 0.72 
n=5 (0.33) (0.35) (0.29) (0.35) 
CONVENTIONAL POTATO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
n=3 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
ORGANIC DAIRY 0.67 0.84 0.52 0.64 
n=5 (0.34) (0.32) (0.39) (0.29) 
CONVENTIONAL DAIRY 0.65 1.00 0.60 0.35 
n=4 (0.16) (0.00) (0.40) (0.09) 
By Marketing System 
DIRECT MARKET 0.67 0.80 0.55 0.67 
n=ll (0.34) (0.33) (0.32) (0.36) 
NONDIRECT MARKET 0.74 0.93 0.67 0.63 
n=12 (0.31) (0.22) (0.39) (0.31) 
By Farm Type 
ORG/PROCLAIMED ORG 0.67 0.85 0.53 0.64 
n=ll (0.34) (0.31) (0.36) (0.34) 
CONVENTIONAL 0.74 0.88 0.68 0.67 
n=12 (0.32) (0.26) (0.35) (0.34) 
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For the family savings objective the conventional potato operations received the 
maximum score, while the other four production systems received relatively low scores 
for the financial capital construct. Despite the relatively low score for organic dairy 
operations, the non direct market operations overall scored higher for this indicator than 
the non direct market farming operations. This could suggest that larger scale non direct 
operations can provide more financial capital that can contribute to family savings. 
It could also suggest that large scale non direct market farming operations were 
more mature farming operations, a factor that survey participants mentioned during the 
interview process. Especially the potato operations seemed to be multi-generational 
enterprises that had been the farm family's main source of income for several generations. 
For financing capacity, the conventional potato farms scored highest followed by 
the direct market not proclaimed operations. Comparisons by marketing system and 
production system yielded little distinction between the farms surveyed. As theorized 
with the financial capital construct, this could also be due to the long term infrastructure 
in northern Maine that surrounds potato farmers and the multi-generational nature of 
these operations. Historically, potato operations have been successful in northern Maine, 
thus the infrastructure and longevity of these operations. 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Given the sample size and nature of the data, no statistical tests were done for this 
work. However, the results of the 23 farms surveyed provide a rudimentary assessment 
of the ability of the proposed comparative technique to evaluate the relative sustainability 
of different farming systems based upon a criteria of multiple objectives instead of profit 
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maximization alone. When the criteria for farming operations are evaluated using 
multicriteria decision-making, many optimal solutions can exist depending on the 
objectives emphasized, instead of one optimal equilibrium of profit maximization. 
Based upon the results, there is little to distinguish between organic or 
conventional production systems with the exception of their differing impacts on 
environmental capital. However, there were distinctions between marketing systems 
found among the surveyed farms, and between relatively larger farms when compared to 
smaller farms. 
Financial capital and human capital scores keep the direct market farms from 
scoring as strongly sustainable when compared to all the non direct market farming 
operations (Fig. 5.1). However, direct market farms received higher scores for 
environmental capital, social capital and physical capital as demonstrated below. 
Fig. 5.1 All Direct Market Farms vs. All Non Direct Market Farms 
ENVIRONMENTAL CAPITAL 
1.00 
FINANCIAL CAPITAL 
PHYSICAL CAPITAL 
SOCIAL CAPITAL 
HUMAN CAPITAL 
• ALL NON DIRECT MARKET 
FARMS 
- ALL DIRECT MARKET 
FARMS 
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Fig. 5.2 All Conventional Farms vs. All Organic/Proclaimed Organic Farms 
Environmental Capital 
1.00 
Financial Capital 
Physical Capital 
Social Capital 
• All Organic Farms 
—•- • All Conventional Farms 
Human Capital 
As can be seen in figure 5.2, despite the similarity of their overall scores, the two 
types of production systems scored relatively higher on different system stocks. Organic 
farms scored a 0.63 overall, while conventional farms scored a 0.62 overall. 
Direct market farms of both types had very similar scores overall, with neither 
marketing system scoring as strongly sustainable over the other (Figure 5.3). 
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Fig. 5.3 Direct Market Proclaimed Organic Farms vs. Direct Market Not 
Proclaimed Organic Farms 
Fig. 5.4 Potato Farms vs. Conventional Dairy Farms 
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Potato farms almost score as strongly sustainable in comparison to the 
conventional dairy farms (Fig. 5.4). however the similarity of scores between the two 
farming systems for environmental, social and physical capital keep this from occurring. 
Possibly, as appears to be the case with the physical capital and financial capital 
stocks, this scoring is due to the infrastructure of potato farms or the age of the farming 
operations since potato farm operators surveyed tended to be older and second generation 
farmers in comparison to the dairy farmers or direct market farmers. 
Fig. 5.5 Organic Dairy Farms vs. Conventional Dairy Farms 
Social Capital 
— • — Conventional Dairy 
—•- • Organic Dairy 
Physical Capital^ v Human Capital 
Regarding production system, both types of direct market farming operations 
scored similarly for the stocks of environmental capital, social capital, and financial 
capital, though direct market proclaimed organic operations received higher physical 
capital scores and direct market not proclaimed organic received higher scores for human 
capital. Potato operations received similar overall scores to those of the direct market 
Environmental Capital 
1.00 
Financial Capital 
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farming operations. The maximum score the potato operations received for financial 
capital offset their low scores for environmental capital and social capital. 
The overall score for the organic dairies was 0.57, while conventional dairies 
scored a 0.56. However, as is demonstrated in Figure 5.5, the scores for specific system 
stocks varied between the two, with stronger scores on environmental capital for organic 
dairies and stronger scores for physical capital for the conventional dairies. 
Regarding marketing system, direct market farming operations received higher 
overall scores than nondirect market farming operations, due to scores for the system 
stocks of environmental capital, social capital, and physical capital. However, the 
nondirect market farming operations received the highest scores for financial capital. 
It appears that overall the marketing system for the farms surveyed can be more 
influential on the sustainability of a farming operation than production system, since both 
organic and conventional farming operations can be adept at balancing the many 
objectives of sustainability. These results also suggest that among the farms surveyed, 
conventional farming operations can meet a sustainability test based on Pretty's (2003) 
theoretical model better than some organic farming operations. The results from the 
surveyed farmers also demonstrate the intricacies inherent in making the tradeoffs 
necessary to balance multiple objectives, in that those types of farming operations that 
tended to score well on system stocks such as environmental capital did not always score 
so well on other system stocks. 
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6. FURTHER WORK 
Future work with a larger sample of farms could demonstrate whether or not the 
sample results of this pilot project are representative of the broader population of farms, 
and whether statistically significant results support or refute the conclusions reached in 
this work. Many correlated effects are also possible. A larger sample could separate out 
the scale and marketing system effects, and determine if they are working together or 
against each other. 
In addition, several factors in the environmental capital evaluation should be 
modified in future work, specifically waste management, pollinators, and livestock 
operations. 
As an objective, waste management is weighted heavily in comparison to the 
other objectives of environmental capital because it only has one question. 
A second issue with the environmental capital section of the survey instrument is 
that the question focusing on pollinators could have been stated more clearly. The survey 
question read: "What proportion of your crop rotation includes tree crops?" It was the 
last question added to the survey instrument, and thus it was the least tested. 
The wording chosen should be corrected, since tree crops are not part of a crop 
rotation, but rather of benefit to certain types of crops the farming operation might grow, 
because they attract pollinators. A better wording of the question would have focused on 
determining if the farming operation possesses flowering tree crops around the edges of 
its fields. The pollinator question was clarified for survey respondents during the 
interview process in that the wording was amended to whether or not they have tree crops 
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near farm fields, and if so, what proportion of the farming operation's fields are located in 
close proximity to flowering tree crops. 
After surveying livestock operations, it also became apparent that a question or 
two to determine the farming operation's livestock practices would also be useful in 
evaluating environmental capital. Based upon existing literature and this research, it 
could be argued that livestock production choices can either enhance or detract from a 
farm's stock of environmental capital. 
In addition, it should be noted that the surveyed farms included livestock in their 
operations relatively more frequently than is found across the population of farms. Since 
livestock operations are relatively gentle to land in comparison with operations such as 
the Midwest's corn and soybean rotations, environmental capital scores could also have 
been influenced by the relative environmental sustainabihty of livestock operations in 
comparison to other types of farms. 
All of the indicators of this work are influenced by farmer behavior. Therefore if 
society desires sustainabihty, farmers can be motivated to achieve objectives of 
sustainabihty by correctly implemented policies. Examples of such policies could 
include providing permanent structures for farmers markets to encourage local sales of 
farm products to consumers, funding marketing campaigns that raise consumer awareness 
and appreciation for locally grown foods, properly targeted conservation payments, and 
taxing energy to encourage the substitution of more labor for equipment in farming 
operations. 
In addition, the comparative technique proposed could be used proscriptively by 
farmers to improve the sustainabihty of their farming operations. Since evaluations focus 
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on farming practices, scores can provide farmers with insight into the ways that the 
objectives of sustainability can be balanced by their operations, if they so desire. As a 
related issue, it would also be interesting to ask in future research what stocks the farm 
operator thinks they are managing sustainably, if any. 
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APPENDIX 1: THE SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
Farming Questionnaire 
Your participation in this survey is completely voluntary and anonymous. The survey 
should take 15-20 minutes to complete. 
Instructions: 
Please answer all questions to the best of your knowledge. If you are unsure of an 
answer, please give it your best guess. 
If you have any questions, please call Laura Kramar at (207) 356-9800, or email 
laura.kramar@umit.maine.edu . 
Please return your completed survey by attaching it to an email as a word document, and 
sending it to laura.kramar@umit.maine.edu. Thank you for your time! 
Environmental capital: 
1) What is the soil type and soil organic matter value for your farmland? 
Soil type % of farmland SOM (average) 
2) What proportion of your farm's land is in permanent vegetation? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
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3) What proportion of your farm's land is permanent woodland? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51 % or 
more 
4) What proportion of your cropland was planted with perennial cover crops for at least 2 
of the last 5 years? 
00% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
5) What proportion of your cropland is currently planted with at least a three year crop 
rotation? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
6) What proportion of your crop rotation includes tree crops? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
7) What proportion of your farming operation's pest management is based on natural 
strategies? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
8) On average, what proportion of your cropland was treated with pesticides in the last 5 
years? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
9) On average, what proportion of your cropland was treated with synthetic fertilizers in 
the last 5 years? 
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0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
10) What proportion, if any, of your farm's wastes are composted? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
11) What county or district is your farm located in? 
Social capital: 
1) What proportion of the final consumers of your farm products live within 25 miles of 
your farm? 
0-20% 21-40% 41-60% 61-80% 81-100% 
2) What proportion of production inputs do you buy from suppliers who live within 25 
miles of your farm? 
0-20% 21-40% 41-60% 61-80% 81-100% 
3) What proportion of your farm employees live within 25 miles of your farm? 
0-20% 21-40% 41-60% 61-80% 81-100% 
4) How many employees did your farming operation employ in the last year? 
Year round: Seasonal: 
Full-time equivalent: 
5) What was the total sales of farm products for your farming operation in the last year? 
< 10,000 10-50,000 50-100,000 100-250,000 250-500 >500 
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Human capital: 
1) What is your age range? 
Under 18 19-39 40-59 60-79 80 or older 
2) How many years have you lived on a farm? 
0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41ormore 
3) How many years have you worked as farm labor? 
0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41 or more 
4) How many years have you managed a farming enterprise? 
0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41ormore 
5) How many years have you owned a farming enterprise? 
0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41ormore 
6) How many years of non-farm management experience do you have? 
0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41ormore 
7) What is the highest degree of formal schooling that you've attained? 
Elementary High School 2 year post secondary degree 
Bachelor degree Graduate degree 
8) If you attended college, what was your major? 
9) Have you taken any business planning classes? 
Yes no 
10) Do you have a current farm business plan? 
Yes no 
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11) How frequently during the last year did you participate in formal training outside of 
the classroom (such as Extension and agricultural department workshops)? 
never once 2-5 times 6-9 times 10 or more times 
12) What proportion of farm output is sold directly to consumers? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
13) What proportion of farm output is sold directly to retail stores, restaurants or 
institutions (such as schools)? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
14) What proportion of farm output is sold to other farmers? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
15) What proportion of farm output is sold as part of a farm cooperative? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
16) What proportion of farm output is sold as value-added products? 
0% 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51% or 
more 
17) How many different farm products does your operation produce? 
1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13 or more 
Physical and financial capital: 
1) What is the market value of your owned real estate? 
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2) What is the value of your owned real estate for agricultural use only7 
3) What is the estimated market value of your farm's machinery and equipment? 
4) What is the estimated market value of your farm's buildings? 
5) What is the estimated market value of your farm's livestock capital inventories (not 
including animals to be slaughtered for meat)? 
6) What is the total amount of liabilities owed for your farming operation? 
7) What is the total amount of depreciation claimed for last year for the physical capital 
assets described above? 
8) What is the total amount of principal payments made last year on the capital assets of 
the farm described above? 
9) What was the total net farm income for your operation last year? 
10) What was the total off-farm income of your family last year? 
11) What was the total of household expenditures for your family last year, not including 
payments to savings? 
12) What is the total amount of your current family savings (savings accounts, money 
market accounts, stocks, retirement accounts, etc)? 
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Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire! Please write any additional 
comments or feedback in the space below. When finished, attach this survey to an email 
and send to: laura.kramar@umit.maine.edu 
Comments: 
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APPENDIX 2: DATA AND MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE DIAGRAMS OF 
SURVEYED FARMING SYSTEMS 
(By Production System) 
The following tables contain the raw data for the surveyed farming operations, 
categorized by production function. The first two columns note the survey question(s) 
answered for each row of data. The last three columns of each table list the mean 
questionnaire scores of the farms (QS), the mean objective scores (OBJ), and the mean 
scores for each system stock (STK). The columns in the middle of each table contain the 
raw data for each farm surveyed. Multiple objective diagrams of how each farming 
system balances the five system stocks follow each table of data. 
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Scores for Potato Farms 
System Stock Question PI P2 P3 QS OBJ STK 
Environmental 1 0.80 0.60 0.70 0.70 
Capital 2 0.29 0.29 0.43 0.33 0.46 0.47 
3 0.29 0.57 0.86 0.57 
4 0.71 0.43 1.00 0.71 
5 1.00 0.14 0.14 0.43 
6 0.29 0.14 0.29 0.24 
7 0.29 0.29 0.86 0.48 0.29 
8 0.14 0.29 0.14 0.19 
9 0.14 0.29 0.14 0.19 
10 1.00 0.14 0.14 0.43 0.43 
Social 1 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.49 
Capital 2 0.40 1.00 0.20 0.53 0.53 
3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.73 
Labor Intensity Score 0.20 0.20 1.00 0.47 
Human 
Capital 1 0.40 0.80 0.80 0.67 0.67 0.61 
2 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.72 
• 3 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.93 
4 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.73 
5 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.73 
6 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.27 
7 0.80 0.40 0.40 0.53 0.60 
Combination of questions 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.33 0.44 
8-10 
11 0.60 0.60 0.80 0.67 
# of yes answers for 12-16 0.80 0.20 0.60 0.53 
17 1.00 0.20 0.20 0.47 
Physical 
Capital B 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.69 
ME 0.40 0.80 0.80 0.67 0.67 
PCR 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Financial 
Capital FNW 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
FS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
FC 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Multiple Objective Diagrams for Potato Farms 
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Scores for Organic Dair y Farms 
System Stock Question OD1 OD2 OD3 OD4 OD5 OS OBJ STK 
Environmental 1 0.80 0.60 0.80 0.73 0.73 
Capital 2 1.00 0.29 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.65 0.72 
3 0.43 0.43 0.71 1.00 0.57 0.63 
4 0.71 0.43 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 
5 0.57 0.29 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.77 
6 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 
7 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
9 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
10 0.14 0.29 0.14 1.00 1.00 0.51 0.51 
Social 1 1.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.36 0.36 0.45 
Capital 2 0.60 0.20 0.60 0.20 0.60 0.44 0.44 
3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.84 0.54 
Labor Intensity Score 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.24 
Human 
Capital 1 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.80 0.60 0.64 0.64 0.55 
2 0.60 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.60 0.76 0.54 
3 0.20 0.80 0.60 1.00 0.60 0.64 
• 4 0.20 0.40 0.60 1.00 0.40 0.52 
5 0.40 0.20 0.60 1.00 0.40 0.52 
6 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.20 0.20 0.28 
7 1.00 0.40 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.72 0.70 
Combination of questions 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.24 0.31 
8-10 
11 1.00 1.00 0.60 0.20 0.60 0.68 
# of yes answers for 12-16 0.40 0.40 0.60 0.40 0.20 0.40 
17 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.20 0.20 0.28 
Physical 
Capital B 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.28 0.28 0.47 
ME 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.24 0.24 
PCR 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.88 
Financial 
Capital FNW 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.84 0.67 
FS 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.20 0.52 0.52 
FC 0.20 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.40 0.64 0.64 
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Multiple Objective Diagrams for Organic Dairy Farms 
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Scores for Conventional Dairy Farms 
System Stock Question CD1 CD2 CD3 CD4 OS OBJ STK 
Environmental 1 0.80 0.80 0.20 0.60 0.60 
Capital 2 1.00 0.14 0.71 0.14 0.50 0.48 0.48 
3 1.00 1.00 0.71 0.43 0.79 
4 0.14 0.86 0.71 0.43 0.54 
5 0.14 0.57 0.14 0.86 0.43 
6 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 
7 1.00 0.29 0.86 0.43 0.64 0.64 
8 0.86 0.29 1.00 0.71 0.71 
9 0.14 0.14 1.00 1.00 0.57 
10 0.29 0.29 0.14 0.14 0.21 0.21 
Social 1 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.48 
Capital 2 0.20 0.80 0.20 0.60 0.45 0.45 
3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.78 
Labor Intensity Score 0.20 0.20 0.80 1.00 0.55 
Human 
Capital 1 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.80 0.65 0.65 0.50 
2 1.00 0.60 0.80 1.00 0.85 0.54 
3 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.55 
• 4 0.60 0.40 0.20 1.00 0.55 
5 0.60 0.40 0.20 1.00 0.55 
6 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
7 0.60 0.40 0.60 0.80 0.60 0.55 
Combination of questions 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.40 0.30 0.27 
8-10 
11 0.20 0.60 0.20 1.00 0.50 
# of yes answers for 12-16 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.30 
17 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
Physical 
Capital B 0.20 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.70 0.70 0.67 
ME 0.20 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.65 0.65 
PCR 0.20 0.40 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.65 
Financial 
Capital FNW 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.65 
FS 0.20 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.60 0.60 
FC 0.20 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.35 0.35 
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Scores for Direct Market Proclaimed Org ranic Farms 
System Stock Question DMP1 DMP2 DMP3 DMP4 DMP5 DMP6 OS OBJ STK 
Environmental 1 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.20 0.80 0.80 
Capital 2 1.00 0.86 0.86 1.00 0.86 0.29 0.81 0.64 0.80 
3 0.29 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.83 
4 1.00 1.00 0.29 0.29 0.57 0.29 0.57 
5 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.29 0.71 0.43 0.74 
6 0.43 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.14 0.14 0.26 
7 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 
8 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.14 0.86 0.14 0.69 
9 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.14 0.86 0.14 0.69 
10 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.95 
Social 1 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.73 0.73 0.61 
Capital 2 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.23 0.23 
3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.87 
Labor Intensity Scoi re 0.40 1.00 0.80 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.73 
Human Capital 1 0.60 0.60 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.60 0.50 0.50 0.53 
2 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.47 0.37 
3 0.40 0.60 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.43 
4 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.27 
5 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.27 
6 1.00 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.43 
7 0.60 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.77 0.65 
Combination of que stions 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.30 0.61 
8-10 
11 0.20 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.20 0.80 0.53 
# of yes answers / or 72-76 0.20 0.80 0.80 0.60 1.00 0.20 0.60 
17 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.60 0.93 
Physical Capital B 0.80 1.00 0.80 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.79 
ME 0.20 1.00 0.20 0.80 1.00 0.80 0.67 0.67 
PCR 1.00 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.90 
Financial Capital FNW 1.00 1.00 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.87 0.68 
FS 1.00 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.40 1.00 0.53 0.53 
FC 1.00 0.40 0.20 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.63 0.63 
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Multiple Objective Diagrams for Direct Market Proclaimed Organic Farms 
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Scores for Direct Market Not Proclaimed Organic Farms 
System Stock Question DMN1 DMN2 DMN3 DMN4 DMN5 QS OBJ STK 
Environmental 1 0.80 1.00 0.80 0.60 1.00 0.84 0.84 
Capital 2 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.43 0.86 0.86 0.41 0.78 
3 0.86 0.14 0.14 1.00 0.57 0.54 
4 0.00 0.43 0.14 0.29 0.21 
5 0.00 0.14 0.29 0.29 0.18 
6 0.29 0.14 0.43 0.14 0.25 
7 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.88 
8 0.29 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 
9 1.00 1.00 0.29 1.00 1.00 0.86 
10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Social 1 1.00 0.20 0.80 0.40 1.00 0.68 0.68 0.60 
Capital 2 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.28 0.28 
3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 
Labor Intensity Score 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.68 
Human 
Capital 1 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.40 0.64 0.64 0.62 
2 0.60 0.80 1.00 0.60 0.20 0.64 0.55 
3 0.60 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.20 0.56 
• 4 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.20 0.60 
5 0.60 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.20 0.56 
6 0.80 0.60 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.40 
7 1.00 0.60 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.84 0.68 
Combination of questions 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.60 
8-10 
11 0.60 0.20 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.52 
# of yes answers for 12-16 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.68 
17 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.92 
Physical 
Capital B 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.68 0.68 0.63 
ME 1.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 1.00 0.52 0.52 
PCR 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.68 0.68 
Financial 
Capital FNW 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.40 1.00 0.72 0.72 0.67 
FS 0.40 1.00 0.80 0.20 0.40 0.56 0.56 
FC 1.00 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.40 0.72 0.72 
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Multiple Objective Diagrams for Direct Market Not Proclaimed Organic Farms 
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